Phonics “GH” or “PH”

The letters gh and ph can both make the /f/ sound.

examples: gh – cough
           ph - phone

Fill in the words with “gh” or “ph” to make each word.

1. ___ ___ one
2. dol ___ ___ in
3. rou ___ ___
4. ele ___ ___ ant
5. cou ___ ___
6. enou ___ ___
7. gra ___ __
8. al ___ ___ abet
9. lau ___ ___
10. atmos ___ ___ ere
11. ___ ___ oto
12. tou ___ ___
13. s ___ ___ ere
14. tro ___ ___ y
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The letters *gh* and *ph* can both make the /f/ sound.

examples:  
*gh* – cough  
*ph* - phone

Fill in the words with “gh” or “ph” to make each word.

1. phone
2. dip hop
3. rough
4. elphant
5. cough
6. enough
7. graph
8. alphabet
9. laugh
10. atmosphere
11. photo
12. tough
13. sphere
14. trophy